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ABSTRACT
Rietzschel, Nijstad, and Stroebe (2007) have demonstrated the benefits of “deep
exploration” on creative idea generation. The current study attempted to refine this
understanding by differentiating whether this effect is due simply to the number of ideas
generated within a specific semantic category (fluency) or the way in which semantic
categories are explored (clustering). Four conditions compared maximum versus
minimum clustering crossed with nominal and interacting groups, with total quantity and
fluency held constant. The unique effects of these manipulations on the total number of
high-quality ideas generated, as well as the specific number of highly-original and
highly-feasible ideas generated during brainwriting sessions were measured. The results
provide tentative support for the idea that over the course of a brainstorming session, a
minimum clustering paradigm is better suited toward generating more high-quality ideas
and more highly-original ideas.

vi

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
A large body of research spanning almost sixty years has evaluated the effectiveness of
an idea generation intervention known as brainstorming (Larson, 2010). Brainstorming is
an intervention to assist groups in creative idea generation. It was first introduced by an
advertising executive, Alex Osborn, in his 1953 book Applied Imagination. He suggested
that four key principles be followed: a) the primary focus should be on quantity rather
than quality, b) free-wheeling and the suggestion of unusual ideas should be encouraged,
c) members should attempt to combine and build on one another’s ideas, and 3) there
should be no criticism of ideas. Osborn believed that by following these rules, a group
would be able to generate twice as many ideas as its individual members would have had
they worked alone (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006).
The majority of research surrounding brainstorming has focused on a specific
dependent variable – global productivity. Global productivity refers to the total number
of ideas generated during a brainstorm session. This focus has typically been justified by
the widely held assumption that “quantity yields quality.” Because the aim of
practitioners in using brainstorming is typically the creation of high-quality ideas (rather
than just a high volume of ideas), manipulations aimed at increasing the quantity of ideas
are only worthwhile if they in fact do also result in more high quality ideas. But, quantity
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may be an unnecessarily cumbersome route to generating a few high-quality ideas. As
such, researchers are calling for the development of theories and methods aimed at
improving idea quality more directly rather than simply by inflating quantity (Reinig &
Briggs, 2008). One study that heeded this call was conducted by Rietzschel, Nijstad, and
Stroebe (2007). They found that deep exploration within a semantic category had
beneficial effects on the quality and creativity of ideas produced within that category.
The current study will attempt to better understand the underlying cognitive mechanisms
at work during “deep exploration” in order to better refine this tool for improving idea
quality.
Defining and Measuring Quality
A broad but generally accepted definition of quality states that it is, “some combination
of originality (the degree to which an idea is innovative) and appropriateness (e.g., the
degree to which a product or an idea is relevant to the topic, or is thought to be practically
feasible.)” (italics in original) (Rietzschel, et al., 2007) Thus, idea quality reflects a
combination of desirable factors such as originality and feasibility.
There are multiple ways to assess the quality of a set of ideas, including ideacount, sum-of-quality, average quality, and good-idea-count measures (Reinig, et al.,
2007). A simple idea-count uses quantity as a surrogate for measuring quality when the
correlation between the two is high (Diehl & Stroebe, 1987). However, it would be
preferable to measure quality directly. Sum-of-quality scores are obtained by assigning a
quality rating1 to each idea and then totaling all of the quality scores. The main problem
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Often the ratings are done on either a five-point or seven-point scale where higher numbers indicate
higher quality.
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with sum-of-quality scores is that they are biased in favor of greater quantity. More ideas
yield a higher sum-of-quality score even if none of the ideas are actually high quality.
Average quality is also obtained by assigning a quality rating to each idea, but here the
ratings are then averaged. Unfortunately, averaging is not as useful as it might initially
seem. For instance, consider two hypothetical brainstorming sessions in which ideas are
rated using a five-point scale, with higher numbers indicating higher quality. If Session 1
yields ideas with the scores 1, 1, 1, 5, 5, and 5, and Session 2 yields ideas with the scores
3, 3, 3, 3, 3, and 3, then both session would result in an average quality score of 3. Thus,
average quality is not useful from the perspective of a practitioner trying to decide which
session generated more high quality ideas. Finally, a good-idea-count also uses ratings
based on a scale. In this case however, only those ideas meeting a minimum quality
criterion are counted (e.g., ideas with a quality rating of four or five on a five-point scale)
(Reinig, et al., 2007). This measure does not penalize groups for the inclusion of poorquality ideas, as the average quality measure does, and does not advantage groups that
include many low quality ideas, as the sum-of-quality score does. Good-idea-counts
would therefore appear to be the best measure of quality, and so are emphasized in this
study. Thus, wherever the dependent variable “quality” is mentioned here, it can be
assumed that it is in reference to a good-idea-count, unless otherwise specified.
Furthermore, attention will be paid mainly to those studies that have used a good-ideacount to measure the dependent variable, quality.

4
The Quantity-Quality Relationship
While quantity and quality2 do seem to be strongly positively correlated (r = .82, Diehl &
Stroebe, 1987), work by Rietzschel et al. (2007) suggests that it is quantity within a
particular semantic category that is most beneficial to generating more high-quality ideas.
Manipulations used in other studies have also helped brainstormers generate more high
quality ideas, but these have operated by increasing global productivity without being
able to stimulate the generation of more high-quality ideas directly.
Diehl and Stroebe (1987) conducted an experiment in which they manipulated
type of session (individual vs. group) and type of assessment (personal vs. collective),
which resulted in four conditions. Both individuals and four-person interacting groups
recorded ideas verbally into lapel microphones. Those in the personal assessment
condition were told that their performance would be compared with another individual’s
performance whereas, those in the collective assessment condition were told that their
group’s performance would be compared with another group’s performance. Ideas were
rated on two five-point subscales – originality and feasibility. On their scales, lower
numbers indicated better scores. A “good idea” was defined as one that was scored a 1
on one subscale, and no more than a 2 on the other subscale. Diehl and Stroebe (1987)
found that the total number of ideas was highly correlated with the number of good ideas
(r = .82), but the average quality of the ideas was not affected by their manipulations.
This led them to conclude that their manipulations increased both good and poor quality
ideas. This illustrates the potentially cumbersome nature of using quantity to yield

2

Measured as a good-idea-count determined using a similar cut-off method described above and used in the
current study.
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quality, and the need for additional research to investigate methods that more directly
yield high-quality ideas. From a practitioner’s point of view, an intervention that results
in more high-quality ideas without also increasing poor-quality ideas would be
preferable.
A study that used a manipulation with this aim was conducted by Parnes and
Meadow (1959). They asked some participants to generate only good ideas, while asking
other participants to generate as many ideas as possible. The authors found that
specifically asking participants to produce “good” ideas (referred to as “nonbrainstorming instructions” in their study) yielded fewer good ideas than instructions
emphasizing the quantity of ideas (referred to as “brainstorming instructions” in their
study).
However, the nature of the Parnes and Meadow (1959) experimental design
leaves unclear the cause of their finding. Ideas were rated on two subscales – uniqueness
and value. Each idea was scored on a three-point scale, where higher numbers indicate
more uniqueness or value. In order for an idea to be considered “good” it had to receive
a combined score of five, meaning it could not receive a score of 1 on either subscale,
and had to receive a score of 3 on at least one of the scales. However, the “good idea”
instructions read: “You are to list all the good ideas you can think up. Your score will be
the total number of good ideas. Don’t put down any idea unless you feel it is a good one”
(italics in original; p. 173). The problem with this is that the term quality, and possibly
the term “good” as well, may be too vague to prompt the generation of novel ideas
(Runco, Illies, and Reiter-Palmon, 2005). Therefore, specifically prohibiting participants
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from recording an idea unless they believed it to be “good,” without providing
clarification that “good” would be determined by uniqueness and valuableness, may have
prevented participants from recording unique ideas. In other words, the instructions may
have inadvertently encouraged conventional ideas, thereby artificially diminishing the
number of good ideas generated using these instructions.
Another difficulty created by the “good-idea instructions” is that participants in
the Parnes and Meadow (1959) study were actually being asked to perform two distinct
cognitive tasks. First, they had to generate ideas. Second, they had to evaluate the
“goodness” of those ideas and decide whether or not to record them. This is twice the
amount of cognitive work asked of those using the quantity instructions, who were
specifically told, “Forget about the quality of ideas entirely. Express any idea which
comes to your mind.” (p. 173).
Accordingly, the claim that Parnes and Meadow (1959) make that “more ‘good’
ideas were produced under the brainstorming instructions than under the nonbrainstorming instructions” (p. 175) may be due to an imbalance between conditions
created by the wording and goals implied by the instructions. In fact, the correlations
between the number of “good” ideas and global productivity obtained in the nonbrainstorming/quality instruction conditions (r = .64 and .81) were not very different
from those in the brainstorming/quantity instruction conditions (r = .67 and .71). A better
manipulation, then, would be to somehow encourage high-quality ideas without asking
participants to perform two cognitive tasks. This may be how deep exploration works.
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By encouraging quantity within a semantic category, quantity is still the only cognitive
goal and quality is the natural byproduct of the process.
Paulus, Kohn, and Arditti (2011) point out one final flaw in Parnes and Meadow’s
(1959) study. Because there was no control group without specific quantity or quality
instructions, it is unclear whether the quantity instructions improved performance or the
quality instructions inhibited performance. Thus, Paulus et al. (2011) designed a study to
compare four types of instructions: instructions with a quantity emphasis, instructions
with a quality emphasis, instructions with a combined quality and quantity emphasis, and
a baseline control condition in which instructions had neither a quantity nor a quality
emphasis. They found that those in the quantity-focused instruction condition
outperformed the other three conditions in both total number of ideas and number of
high-quality ideas. High-quality ideas were defined in terms of novelty (uniqueness) and
utility (positive impact) using two five-point scales3. They found that the quality
instruction condition did not differ significantly from the control condition. This led
them to conclude that it was a benefit due to the quantity instructions, rather than
diminished performance in the quality condition, that was responsible for the differences
between these two conditions. These findings reinforce the idea that a quantity-emphasis
is the key to generating many high-quality ideas, and that perhaps encouraging quantity
within a specific semantic subcategory may be a particularly promising intervention.
In an attempt to better understand the quality-quantity relationship, Reinig and
Briggs (2008) observed fourteen interacting brainstorm groups. They demonstrated
empirically a curvilinear relationship between quantity and quality, with a positive but
3

Specific cut-off scores to qualify as “high-quality” were not provided in the article.
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decreasing slope (rather than a simple linear slope). These authors postulated that the
observed diminishing returns of increased quantity for producing greater quality was the
result of two separate phenomenon, cognitive inertia and solution space limitations.
Cognitive inertia occurs when spreading activation of problem-relevant information
eventually makes less relevant information accessible and there is a lack of external
stimuli to aid in switching to a more useful line of thought. Solution space limitation
refers to constraints imposed by the number of viable solutions for a given problem.
Thus, Reinig and Briggs (2008) suggest that the relation between quantity and quality
may depend on factors related both to the problem or task itself as well as the person or
people generating the solutions. Perhaps then, a better intervention can be designed that
takes into account these factors.
Clustering and the Search for Ideas in Associative Memory
As previously mentioned, a manipulation that is less dependent on global productivity
and has been shown to have an impact on idea quality is deep exploration within
semantic categories (Rietzschel et al., 2007). To understand deep exploration, the
concepts of fluency and clustering must first be discussed, and these are best understood
in the context of the Search for Ideas in Associative Memory (SIAM) model of idea
generation. Simplified, SIAM is a theory of idea generation built on Raaijmakers and
Shiffrin’s (1981) Search of Associative Memory (SAM) model. SIAM assumes the
cognitive mechanisms of long-term and working memory systems. It suggests that idea
generation is a two-loop process. First, an image retrieval loop occurs where problemrelevant cues are used to retrieve an image (a concept and its related information) from
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long-term memory. Once an image is successfully retrieved, an idea production loop
occurs in which the retrieved image is used in working memory to generate new ideas.
The idea production loop is executed over and over again until no new ideas can be
generated. When this happens, a phenomenon known as cognitive failure, the image
retrieval loop is reactivated and the process repeats. Image retrieval is thought to be a
relatively time consuming, effortful process, whereas, idea generation from an image is
thought to be relatively fast and somewhat automatic (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006).
As noted above, an image may be thought of as the cue and its related information
stored together in LTM. It is assumed that the information contained in the image is
mostly semantically related (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006). Thus, when individuals generate
ideas using an image, those ideas should tend to be produced in a series of semantically
related ideas known as “clusters” (Rietzschel et al., 2007). The term “clustering” thus
refers to the natural tendency of semantically related ideas to be grouped together in time,
separated by shorter intervals than those found between semantically dissimilar ideas.
The result is an idea stream that can be pictured as follows: A1A2A3 → B1B2 →
C1C2C3C4 → B3B4B5. In this idea stream, three semantic categories are sampled,
represented by the letters. The subscripts identify unique ideas within a semantic
category. Fluency refers to the total number of ideas per category, so B is the category
with the highest fluency (five ideas in this example). Clustering, on the other hand, refers
to the number of consecutive ideas from a given semantic category, so the third cluster is
the longest cluster (four ideas in this example). Because the idea generation loop is more
automatic than the image retrieval loop, successive ideas can be generated faster from the
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same category than from different categories. Thus, SIAM predicts that more clustering
is more efficient and more productive in terms of generating a high quantity of ideas in a
fixed length of time. However, efficiency relates to global productivity and does not
speak directly to the impact of clustering on idea quality in this model (Nijstad &
Stroebe, 2006). But, work by Rietzschel et al. (2007) moves in the direction of helping to
make such a prediction.
Rietzschel et al. (2007) demonstrated that deep exploration of a category is
required in order to get past the highly accessible ideas and to work toward ideas that
otherwise might not have surfaced. Because quality is a function of not only feasibility
but originality, the less accessible ideas are likely to be more original and therefore have
the potential to be higher quality ideas. To demonstrate this effect, Rietzschel et al.
(2007) conducted an experiment using 93 University of Amsterdam psychology students.
The researchers primed a relevant solution subcategory (i.e., nutrition, hygiene, or sports)
for the problem “What can people do to improve or maintain their health?” They then
had participants generate ideas. They found that participants generated more ideas within
the primed subcategory (compared to the number generated in the un-primed categories),
and that those ideas had a higher average originality and contained a higher percentage of
high-quality ideas (defined as highly original and highly feasible), than did the ideas in
other semantic categories. So, if a participant had received the prime “nutrition,” he or
she generated more nutrition-related ideas than sports- or hygiene-related ideas, and the
nutrition-related ideas had a higher average originality and contained a higher percentage
of high-quality ideas than did the ideas generated from the other categories. Because
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they generated more ideas within the primed category, it is believed that they explored
the primed category more deeply, and that this is what produced the higher quality and
originality within that category. So, it was not quantity per se, but quantity within a
semantic category that proved beneficial.
Continuous vs. Intermittent Depth of Exploration
There are at least two ways that depth within a semantic category can be attained: (a)
working for a prolonged period of time within the category, and (b) revisiting the
category frequently throughout an idea generation session. The same amount of fluency
can be achieved either way, but the average cluster length would be higher using the first
approach. While Rietzschel et al. (2007) demonstrated that deep exploration of a
semantic category led to a greater percentage of high-quality ideas within that category, it
is unclear whether their results are due to increased category fluency, to more clustering,
or to both.
The Current Study
To parcel out the possible causes, the current study included two conditions wherein
fluency was held constant but the amount of clustering was experimentally varied.
Participants used a brainwriting procedure to generate ideas within three semantic
categories. Brainwriting is a form of brainstorming where participants write their ideas
rather than share them verbally. This is often done in interacting groups where index
cards are used to record and share ideas between members. Using the brainwriting task,
two levels of clustering were experimentally manipulated – maximum clustering and
minimum clustering. In the maximum clustering condition, participants worked from one
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semantic category until they had generated six ideas before being presented with the next
semantic category prompt. In the minimum clustering condition, participants rotated
between the three semantic categories in round-robin fashion until they generated six
ideas in each one. Thus, the difference between these conditions is the average cluster
length (number of ideas per cluster). The average cluster length in the maximum
clustering condition is approximately six, whereas the average cluster length in the
minimum clustering condition is approximately one. There appear to be both benefits
and challenges associated with each condition that support two alternate hypotheses. I
will discuss the support for each in turn.
Theoretically, if a given semantic category is explored continuously, a single
image can be retrieved and used without interruption. This is because working within a
semantic category should allow for the use of a single image, whereas switching between
semantic categories likely requires retrieving different images. It has been argued that
less switching between categories prevents cognitive interference (Nijstad, et al., 2002).
Cognitive interference occurs when the ideas of another member disrupt one’s own
cognitive process of idea generation. The interference is thought to come not simply
from exposure to another person’s ideas, but from exposure to ideas that are drawn from
a different category than one’s own current ideas, thus disrupting one’s own cognitive
process (Nijstad et al., 2002). So in the maximum clustering condition of the current
study, where members generated successive ideas from the same semantic category, there
should be relatively little cognitive interference.
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There is the possibility that more cognitive failure will be experienced by those in
the maximum clustering condition because they will be prevented from switching to a
new semantic category when they experience difficulty generating a new idea from the
current one. Interestingly, this may lead to even more original ideas, and thus possibly
higher quality ideas. This phenomenon has been labeled the burden effect (Burton,
1987). This effect has been observed in studies that used a multi-round procedure
wherein participants worked individually at first and then shared and voted on ideas as a
group. When participants experienced cognitive failure (were unable to contribute a new
idea) they had to announce a “pass” during the idea sharing step. Researchers observed
that participants seemed embarrassed at their inability to contribute. When it came time
for that participant to contribute during the next round, the idea they shared was typically
much more creative. Researchers believed that this is because the participants spent the
interim in “intense mental activity” (Burton, 1987). If those in the maximum clustering
condition in the current study are forced to push through cognitive failure rather than
switch semantic categories, subsequent ideas may be even more original than before,
possibly resulting in more high-quality ideas. Thus there is evidence for the following
hypothesis:


H1: More high-quality ideas will be generated by those in the maximum clustering
condition than by those in the minimum clustering condition.
Conversely, there are two conceivable challenges to working continuously from a

single semantic category. First, when participants are required to generate successive
ideas from a single semantic category, knowledge pertinent to other categories might
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become less accessible, thus making it hard for them to switch to another category when
it is time to do so (as they were required to do in this study) (Rietzschel, et al., 2007).
Second, higher incidents of cognitive failure, the inability to generate an additional idea,
should occur with maximum clustering because participants are prevented from switching
when they naturally might be inclined to do so (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006). Nijstad and
Stroebe (2006) found more cognitive failure to correlate negatively with task enjoyment,
satisfaction, and participants’ expectation of being able to generate more ideas. They did
not make a comparison with idea quality, but if satisfaction, enjoyment, and expectations
of success are needed for persistence at a task, then perhaps greater cognitive failure will
have a negative impact on the generation of high-quality ideas.
Therefore, an alternate hypothesis is also possible. Rotating between semantically
unrelated stimuli may facilitate the generation of more innovative, original ideas. Lamm
and Trommsdorff (1973) suggest that when stimuli are homogenous (as would be
expected of other members’ ideas in the maximum clustering condition) resultant ideas
may be highly conventional because the accessible knowledge is restricted to a limited
domain. By contrast, heterogeneous stimuli may facilitate “cross-fertilization,” resulting
in more innovative ideas (Nagasundaram & Dennis, 1993; Lamm & Trommsdorff, 1973).
If there is a “cross-fertilization” effect of switching between categories that results from
keeping more problem-relevant knowledge accessible, it may yield more original ideas.
Thus, there is a plausible alternative hypothesis:


H2: More high-quality ideas will be generated by those in the minimum clustering
condition compared with those in the maximum clustering condition.
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Finally, according to Ward’s (1994) path-of-least-resistance model, individuals
generate ideas using the least amount of cognitive effort possible. This explains the
observed tendency for people to start out by generating conventional ideas. It is not until
these ideas have been expressed that more original ideas are generated (Rietzschel et al.,
2007). If this model is correct, then, two additional outcomes are likely:


H3: More highly-feasible ideas will be found among the first third of the ideas
generated than among the last third of ideas generated.



H4: More highly-original ideas will be found among the last third of the ideas
generated than among the first third of ideas generated.



H5: A higher proportion of high-quality ideas (using an index that combines
feasibility and originality) will be found among the last two-thirds of ideas
generated than among the first third of ideas generated.
Nominal vs. Interacting Groups

Finally, cognitive stimulation and cognitive interference have been considered in terms of
the different impact they may have due to the amount of semantic clustering. However, it
is also probable that these two cognitive phenomena will operate differently in nominal
groups as opposed to interacting groups. Cognitive stimulation is one of the presumed
benefits of being exposed to the ideas of other group members (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006).
These members’ ideas may help activate knowledge that would not have been accessible
to the individual if he were working alone. Paulus and Yang (2000) compared nominal
groups to four-person interacting brainstorm groups using brainwriting. In that study, the
interacting groups generated 41% more ideas than did the nominal groups. Further, when
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the interacting groups were later broken up to work as individuals, they still generated
almost twice the number of ideas as those who had been in the nominal groups originally.
This effect was thought to occur because brainwriting requires group members to pay
greater attention to the ideas of other members than does conventional brainstorming.
Greater attention to the ideas of others has been found to have beneficial cognitive
stimulation effects (Nijstad & Stroebe, 2006). There are two reasons to question whether
the results observed by Paulus and Yang (2000) will generalize to the current study.
First, the focus of that study was simply the quantity of ideas. Second, more recent
research has addressed a confound in the design of the Paulus and Yang (2000) study
related to the response format used in the different conditions and failed to replicate the
superiority of interacting groups (Goldenberg, Larson & Wiley, 2013).
There is also the possibility of cognitive interference in groups, which is the idea
that other members’ ideas can disrupt one’s own cognitive process of idea generation. In
the current study, because participants worked from the same semantic categories
provided by the experimenter, it is likely that members of the interacting brainwriting
groups worked from the same or a similar image. If so, this should reduce the amount of
cognitive interference (Nijstad et al., 2002). Therefore, cognitive interference is not
anticipated to strongly impact the interacting groups, whereas cognitive stimulation
should benefit the interacting groups.
Additionally, by working in groups, members may be forced to explore semantic
categories more deeply for another reason. In the nominal groups, those who will
eventually be grouped together as members of the same group will not see one another’s
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ideas. Therefore, there is a greater likelihood of the nominal groups generating more
duplicate ideas. However, the interacting groups will see one another’s ideas. Members
will likely actively seek to avoid duplicating another member’s idea. This avoidance
should force them to go deeper into the semantic category to find an idea not already
generated. Therefore, a final hypothesis is offered:


H6: More high-quality ideas will be generated in the interacting
brainwriting groups than in the nominal brainwriting groups.

No predictions regarding interaction effects were made.

CHAPTER TWO
METHODS
Design and Participants
The study employed a two (clustering: minimum vs. maximum) by two (group:
interacting vs. nominal) by two (semantic set: A vs. B) fully-crossed experimental design.
For purposes of generalizability, two roughly comparable sets of semantic categories
were used. One hundred and forty-eight Loyola University students participated in the
study. For their involvement, they received research participation credit in their
psychology course. Three participants’ data were discarded due to a research assistant’s
error in running the brainwriting session. Data from four other participants from the
nominal group condition were discarded because there were not enough other participants
to form another complete group. The final sample consisted of 141 participants who
formed 47 3-person groups approximately evenly distributed among the eight conditions
(see Table 1).
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Table 1. Number of group observations per experimental condition.
Condition

Frequency

Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

SoloMinA
SoloMinB
SoloMaxA
SoloMaxB
GroupMinA

5
5
6
5
7

10.6
10.6
12.8
10.6
14.9

10.6
10.6
12.8
10.6
14.9

GroupMinB
GroupMaxA
GroupMaxB
Total

6
6
7
47

12.8
12.8
14.9
100.0

12.8
12.8
14.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
10.6
21.3
34.0
44.7
59.6
72.3
85.1
100.0

The amount of clustering, or average cluster length, was experimentally
manipulated at two levels that will be referred to as minimum clustering and maximum
clustering. The typical average cluster length for a participant in the minimum clustering
condition is one. An idea stream1 generated by an individual in this condition resembled
the following pattern: A1  B1  C1  A2  B2  C2  A3  B3  C3 … A6 
B6  C6, yielding six ideas from each of 3 different semantic categories (for a total of 18
ideas per participant). The typical maximum clustering condition yielded an average
cluster length of six, with an idea stream that resembled the following pattern:
A1A2A.3…A6  B1B2B3…B6  C1C2C3…C6. This also yields six ideas from each of 3
semantic categories. The key difference is that in the minimum clustering condition just

1

Note that these are individuals’ idea streams. Groups will consist of three members, so a group will
generate 6 ideas for each of the three semantic categories resulting in a total of 18 ideas.
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one idea was generated from a given semantic category before rotating to the next,
whereas in the maximum clustering condition six ideas were generated from a given
semantic category before switching to a new category. These idea streams are idealized;
in reality some variation occurred. Participants sometimes failed to generate the desired
number of ideas, or generated a repeat idea. Still, the observed cluster lengths in the
maximum clustering conditions were substantially longer than the observed cluster
lengths in the minimum clustering conditions.
Procedures and Materials
Task and materials. Before their arrival, participants were randomly assigned to one of
the experimental conditions. Nominal and interacting groups were run in separate
sessions, but as many as 18 participants were run during the same session. The minimum
and maximum clustering conditions were often run during the same session.
Upon arrival, participants were directed to a data collection room. In all
conditions, instructions were given that include the following elements (see Appendix A):
general description of the task, obtaining informed consent, an explanation of
brainwriting, detailed explanations of how to correctly record ideas, a sample problem
and an example of semantically-related ideas2, and an opportunity for participants to ask
questions. Only three of Osborn’s four brainstorming rules were given. Because global
productivity was held constant across conditions, the rule instructing participants to
generate as many ideas as possible was excluded. After all participants understood the
procedure, the session began and participants worked quietly.
2

The example topic used during instructions was, “Ways to raise funds for a local charity.” Example
semantically-related categories given included “sales” and “events.” Examples of ideas for the semanticcategory “sales” included bake sales and used book sales.
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Four-by-six inch index cards were labeled at the top with a semantic category
prime intended to provoke ideas within that semantic category. The problem that was
used was the “university problem,” which has been used in a number of previous studies.
Participants were asked to “Think of ways to improve Loyola University Chicago.” One
of two sets of semantic category primes that were intended to be comparable was
assigned for use. Set A included: 1) teaching, 2) commuting, parking, and transportation,
and 3) library. Set B included: 1) advising, 2) dorms/housing, and 3) bookstore.
Interacting groups. In the interacting group condition, participants were seated
in a group of three participants around a table or a group of desks facing one another [see
Figure 1]. Each participant had a deck of downward facing index cards and a different
color pen (blue, black, or red) in front of them. The different color ink allowed the
experimenter to differentiate between ideas from various group members during idea
transcription. When instructed, each participant flipped over the top index card and read
the semantic category written at the top. They each generated one idea within the given
category, then passed the index card in a clockwise direction to another group member,
and simultaneously received a card with one idea written on it from the other group
member. The card received had either the same or a different semantic category written
at the top, depending on the experimental condition. In the maximum clustering
condition, each new card had the same semantic category written at the top until each
member had generated six ideas from that category. In the minimum clustering
condition, each new card had a different one of the three semantic categories at the top.
The receiving member read the semantic category and the previously recorded idea, and
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added his or her own idea within that semantic category. A new idea was recorded if at
all possible; however, the option of recording an “X” to indicate the inability to generate
a new idea was made available. This procedure continued until three ideas (or X’s) were
recorded on each card, at which point the card was placed face-down in the middle of the
group. Then, a new card was flipped over by each member, and the process repeated.

Desk
Desk

Table

Desk

This continued until all cards had been used.

Figure 1. Seating arrangement in interacting condition.
Nominal groups. In nominal groups, multiple participants were seated
individually and worked simultaneously [see Figure 2]. Each individual had his or her
own set of index cards and a black, blue, or red pen. He or she flipped over an index card
and read the semantic category written at the top. In the minimum clustering condition,
the participants generated one idea for the given semantic category before flipping over a
new card which had the next semantic category on it. Each new card had a different (of
the three) semantic category at the top, and the three semantic categories appeared in
rotation until each had been used by the participant to generate a total of 18 ideas. In the
maximum clustering condition, the participant also generated one idea for the given
semantic category before flipping over a new card; however the new card had the same
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semantic category on it. So, each new card had the same semantic category on it until the
participant had generated six ideas using that category. Thus, the nominal condition
resembled the interacting group condition very closely except that participants did not
pass or receive cards from any other participants, and only one idea was recorded per
note card.

Table

Desk

Figure 2. Seating arrangement in individual condition.
Post-session. After all participants finished with idea generation, a post-session
questionnaire was filled out by each participant (see Appendix B). The questionnaire
contained items assessing comprehension of the task and clarity of the instruction. Also,
the questionnaire included items to determine whether various experimenters acted
consistently in running the sessions. These questions asked how enthusiastic the
experimenter appeared to be and how important participants felt it was to the
experimenter that they do their best on the task. It also assessed task enjoyment and
perceptions of one’s performance on the task, including the amount of cognitive failure
experienced. The questionnaire also asked how many additional ideas the participant
believed that he could have generated within each category. After all participants
finished the post-session questionnaire, they were debriefed, thanked, and dismissed.
The session took about thirty minutes on average.
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Dependent Measures
A broad but generally accepted definition of quality that was used in conjunction with the
above definition states that it is “some combination of originality (the degree to which an
idea is innovative) and appropriateness (e.g., the degree to which a product or an idea is
relevant to the topic, or is thought to be practically feasible)” (italics in original)
(Rietzschel, Nijstad & Stroebe, 2007). Working from that definition, the precise
definition of a “high-quality idea” used in this study was, “a phrase that was proposed as
a solution for the problem at hand that was both highly-original, and highly-feasible.”
Originality and feasibility were assessed using measures similar to those used by
Rietzschel et al. (2007). Ideas were scored on two six point scales (ranging from 1 = “not
at all original/feasible” to 6 = “highly original/feasible”). Scores were derived for
originality and feasibility of the ideas compared with other ideas generated from the same
semantic prompt using a Q-sort. Originality should be thought of as being novel or
creative. Feasible should be thought of as being “relevant to the problem and
implementable given available resources (e.g., space, funds) which do not generate
additional problems.”
The originality and feasibility ratings were considered together to determine
whether or not an idea qualified as a high-quality idea. As discussed in the introduction,
a good-idea-count was chosen as the best measure (Paulus & Brown, 2002) of feasibility,
originality, and overall quality. In the current study, a highly-original idea was one that
received an originality score greater than four, and a highly-feasible idea was one that
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received a feasibility score greater than four. A high-quality idea was one that received
above a four on both subscales.
Content Coding
After ideas were collected, the data was coded in multiple phases. I transcribed all ideas
and assigned a unique identifier to each one. The code associated the idea with the group
type, clustering condition, and the third of the brainwriting session in which the idea was
generated. Raters did not know the meaning of the digits in the identifier; which allowed
the raters to remain blind to the condition in which each idea was generated. Then all
ideas were printed onto labels, transferred to index cards, and sorted into six decks based
on their semantic prompt.
Four undergraduate research assistants received training that covered a conceptual
understanding of the constructs feasibility and originality, and also a procedural
understanding of how to perform a Q-sort. Scores were obtained using a multi-step
process. First, raters sorted the ideas in each deck into three categories – high, medium,
and low (feasibility or originality, respectively). The raters were instructed to put
approximately 40% of the ideas in the medium category with 30% each in the high and
low categories. Next, they sorted the ideas in each category into two sub-categories –
high and low. Again the raters were given specific instructions about the percent of ideas
that should be assigned to each category. Specifically, the high and low categories were
divided so that a smaller percentage of the ideas were placed in the more extreme
categories. This process ensured that the ratings resulted in six category assignments that
were approximately normally distributed.
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Percent agreement was used as a measure of interrater reliability. Percent
agreement was calculated for each pair of raters, at the group level. Recall that the
dependent variable used for each of the measures is good-idea count and that to qualify as
a good-idea an idea must meet the cut-off of greater than four on its respective scale.
Percent agreement in this case then refers to the degree to which the raters agreed on the
number of highly-original or highly-feasible ideas generated by a given group. For
feasibility ratings, percent agreement ranged from 82.75% to 93.24% with an average of
86.32%. For originality ratings, percent agreement ranged from 76.24% to 93.86% with
an average of 82.79% (see Table 2.) In general, agreement was high suggesting good
reliability between raters. The final feasibility/originality score used to determine goodidea count was the average of the two scores assigned by the two different raters.
Table 2. Interrater reliability expressed as percent agreement.
Semantic Set

A

B

Semantic Category
Commuting, Parking, &
Transport.
Library
Teaching
Advising
Bookstore
Dorms/Housing

Percent Agreement
Feasibility
Originality
83.41%

78.13%

82.75%
84.62%
88.45%
93.24%
85.43%

76.24%
84.46%
93.86%
85.52%
76.24%

After feasibility and originality ratings were determined for each idea, nominal
groups were formed. A nominal group is a group in name only. In reality, the three
participants worked individually, but their ideas were considered as part of a group for
the purpose of analysis. Specifically, after ideas were collected and transcribed, they
were put in chronological order by the date of the session. The first three sets of ideas
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collected from the same condition formed the first nominal group. The next three sets of
ideas collected formed the second nominal group, and so on until all sets of ideas have
been assembled into groups of three.
The cut-off of greater than four was used to determine the good idea count of each
of the three dependent variables – number of highly-feasible ideas, number of highlyoriginal ideas, and number of high-quality ideas – generated by participants in each
condition.
Finally, duplicate ideas were removed from ideas generated in the nominal group
condition. The idea cards were divided by semantic category and sorted into the nominal
groups to which they were assigned. Those sets of cards were given to an undergraduate
research assistant who was blind to the conditions and hypotheses of the study. He
compared the cards to one another and determined which ideas were duplicates.
Whenever the feasibility or originality rating of two ideas determined to be duplicates
varied from one another, the average of the two ratings was used.

CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS
Preliminary Analysis
The inclusion of two different semantic sets was intended to minimize the chance that
any significant findings were an anomaly related to the specific semantic prompts used.
As such, the hope was that there would be no significant differences related to the
semantic set used. A two (group type: nominal vs. interacting) by two (clustering:
minimum vs. maximum) by two (semantic set: A vs. B) MANOVA confirmed that there
were no significant mean difference or interaction effects of the semantic set used on any
of the dependent variables: number of highly-feasible ideas F(1, 46)=.03, p = .86; number
of highly-original ideas F(1, 46) = .02, p = .90; number of high-quality ideas F(1, 46) =
1.10, p = .30; or cognitive failure F (1, 46) = .01, p = .93.
Similarly, a separate two (group type: nominal vs. interacting) by two (clustering:
minimum vs. maximum) by two (semantic set: A vs. B) MANOVA performed on the
data collected from the post-session questionnaire corroborate these findings.
Specifically, based on the semantic set used, participants did not report differences in task
enjoyment (A: M = 2.11, B: M = 2.15) F(1, 150) = .05, p = .83, perceived performance
(A: M = 2.85, B: M = 2.84) F(1, 150) = .00, p = .96, task difficulty (A: M = 2.45, B: M =
2.77) F(1, 150) = 3.21, p = .08, self-reported cognitive failure (A: M = 1.27, B: M =
1.41), F(1, 150) = .60, p = .44, or the frequency with which previously generated ideas
28
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reoccurred to them (A: M = 2.77, B: M = 2.67), F(1, 150) = .26, p = .61. Nor were there
any significant interaction effects involving the semantic set with any of the other
independent variables based on the post-session questionnaire data. Thus, the
independent variable semantic set was collapsed across for the remainder of the analysis.
While no specific predictions were made regarding the amount of cognitive
failure experienced in various conditions, there was an underlying assumption that more
cognitive failure would be experienced in the maximum clustering condition and by
individuals as opposed to groups. This assumption played a role in the development of
some of the hypotheses. As a check of this expectation, a 2 (clustering: minimum vs.
maximum) x 2 (group: nominal vs. interacting) ANOVA was conducted. This analysis
confirmed that individuals working alone (M = 4.81) experienced more cognitive failure
than those working in interacting groups (M = 2.04), F (1. 46) = 7.35, p = .01. However,
there was not a significant difference in the amount of cognitive failure experienced by
those in the minimum clustering condition (M = 3.78) compared with those in the
maximum clustering condition (M = 2.79), F (1, 46) = 1.06, p = .31.
Hypotheses Tests
Hypothesis 1 and 2 make opposite predictions about the quality of the ideas generated
using the minimum versus maximum clustering paradigm. Specifically, Hypothesis 1
states that more high-quality ideas will be generated by those in the maximum clustering
condition than by those in the minimum clustering condition; whereas, Hypothesis 2
states that more high-quality ideas will be generated by those in the minimum clustering
condition than by those in the maximum clustering condition. They share a single null
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hypothesis, that there will be no significant mean difference in the number of high-quality
ideas generated using the two different clustering paradigms. Therefore, a single 2
(clustering: minimum vs. maximum) x 2 (group: nominal vs. interacting) ANOVA was
used to test these opposing hypotheses. This analysis revealed that there was not a
significantly different number of high quality ideas generated by those in the minimum
clustering condition (M = 5.48) and the maximum clustering condition (M = 5.19), F(1,
46) = .11, p = .75 [Figure 3]. Thus we failed to reject the shared null hypothesis for
Hypotheses 1 and 2.
Hypotheses 1 & 2
6
5.5

High-Quality Count

5
4.5
4
3.5
3

5.481

5.189

Minimum

Maximum

2.5
2
1.5
1

Clustering Condition

Figure 3. Results of Hypotheses 1 and 2 tests.
The same 2 (clustering: minimum vs. maximum) x 2 (group: nominal vs.
interacting) ANOVA was used to test Hypothesis 6 that states that more high-quality
ideas will be generated in the interacting brainwriting groups than in the nominal
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brainwriting groups. It revealed that while those in interacting groups generated slightly
more high-quality ideas (M = 5.692) than those working alone (M = 4.977), the mean
between-group difference was not significant, F(1, 46) = .63, p = .43 [Figure 4.] Thus we
failed to reject the null hypothesis for Hypothesis 6.
Hypothesis 6
7

High-Quality Count

6
5
4

5.692

3

4.977

2
1

Nominal

Interacting
Group Condition

Figure 4. Results of Hypothesis 6 test.
A series of paired samples t-tests was used to test Hypotheses 3 and 4.
Hypothesis 3 states that more highly-feasible ideas will be found among the first third of
the ideas generated than among the last third of the ideas generated. The paired samples
t-test revealed that, indeed, significantly more highly feasible ideas were generated
during the first third (M = 5.47) of the brainwriting session compared with the last third
(M = 4.70), t(47) = 2.31, p = .03 [Figure 5.] Thus the null hypothesis is rejected, and
Hypothesis 3 is accepted.
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Hypothesis 3
7

High-Feasibility Count

6

5

4

3

5.47
4.7

2

1

First Third

Last Third

Figure 5. Results of Hypothesis 3 test.
Hypothesis 4 states that more highly-original ideas will be found among the last
third of ideas generated than among the first third of ideas generated. The paired samples
t-test confirmed that significantly more highly original ideas were indeed generated
during the last third (M = 5.49) of the brainwriting session compared with the first third
(M = 4.55) of the brainwriting session, t(47) = -2.64, p = .01 [Figure 6.] Thus the null
hypothesis was rejected, and Hypothesis 4 was accepted.
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Hypothesis 4
7

High-Originality Count
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Figure 6. Results of hypothesis 4 test.
Hypothesis 5 states that a higher proportion of high-quality ideas (using an index
that combines feasibility and originality) will be found among the last two-thirds of the
brainwriting session than during the first third of the session. A two (thirds: first third vs.
last two-thirds; within) by two (clustering: minimum vs. maximum; between) by two
(group: nominal vs. interacting; between) mixed model ANOVA was run to test this
hypothesis. It revealed that there was not a significant difference in the percentage of
high-quality ideas generated during the first third (M = 12.48%) versus the last two-thirds
(M = 10.69%) of the brainwriting session, F (1, 43) = 1.21, p = .28 [Figure 7.] Thus we
failed to reject the null hypothesis for Hypothesis 5.
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Hypothesis 5
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Figure 7. Results of hypothesis 5 test.
Exploratory Analysis
While no specific predictions were made with regards to interaction effects, the mixed
model ANOVA used to test Hypothesis 5 revealed a marginally significant thirds (first
third vs. last two-thirds) by clustering interaction, F (1, 43) = 4.04, p = .051 [Figure 8.]
To understand the nature of this significant interaction, the file was split by clustering
condition and a paired samples t-test was run comparing the percentage of high-quality
ideas generated during the first third versus the last two-thirds of the brainwriting session.
This analysis revealed that for those in the minimum clustering condition, the percentage
of high-quality ideas generated during the first third (M = 10.78%) was not significant
different from the percentage of high-quality ideas generated during the last two-thirds
1

p = .05063
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(M = 12.52%), t(22) = -.75, p = .46. However, those in the maximum clustering
condition generated significantly more high-quality ideas during the first third (M =
14.12%) than during the last two-thirds (M = 8.94%), t(23) = 2.23, p = .04. This pattern
of results suggests that while those in the minimum clustering condition started out by
generating a slightly lower percentage of high-quality ideas than did those in the
maximum clustering condition, their ability to continue generating high-quality ideas did
not decrease significantly over the course of the brainwriting session while that of those
in the maximum clustering condition did. It is possible that, had participants been asked
to generate more ideas, this trend of diminished ability to generate high-quality ideas by
those using maximum clustering would have resulted in a significant overall main effect
of the clustering manipulation.

Percentage of High-Quality Ideas

Cluster x Thirds Interaction on Quality
15
14

14.12

13

12.52

12
11

Minimum
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Maximum
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8
7

First Third

Last Two-Thirds

Figure 8. Marginally significant cluster by thirds interaction on idea quality.
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Based on this significant interaction, I decided to test whether there was a
significant thirds-by-clustering interaction for the dependent measure originality2. A 2
(thirds: first vs. last two-thirds; within) by 2 (clustering: minimum vs. maximum;
between) by 2 (group: nominal vs. interacting; between) mixed model ANOVA revealed
a significant main effect of thirds such that there was a significantly higher percentage of
highly-original ideas generated during the last two-thirds of the brainwriting session (M =
34.63%) compared with the first third (M = 27.78%), F(1, 43) = 12.68, p = .0013. There
was also a significant thirds-by-clustering interaction, F(1, 43) = 11.34, p = .002 [Figure
9.] Again, the data set was split by cluster condition and a paired samples t-test was
conducted to determine the nature of the significant interaction. This analysis revealed
that those in the maximum clustering condition generated a similar proportion of highlyoriginal ideas during the first third (M = 30.28%) compared to the last two-thirds (M =
30.91%) of the brainwriting session, t(23) = -.23, p = .82. However, those in the
minimum clustering condition generated a significantly higher proportion of high-quality
ideas during the last two-thirds (M = 38.51%) compared with the first third (M = 25.17%)
of the brainwriting session, t(22) = -4.71, p = .00. So, while there was not a significant
main effect of cluster type, F(1, 43) = .15, p = .70, those in the minimum clustering
condition showed a significant increase in the percentage of highly-original ideas that
they generated over the course of the brainwriting session.

2

I also conducted a mixed model ANOVA to look for a significant thirds-by-clustering interaction effect
for the DV feasibility, but there were no significant results to discuss. Possible reasons for this lack of a
similar interaction effect for feasibility are explored in the discussion section.
3

Which is consistent with the rejection of the null hypothesis for Hypothesis 4.
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Percent of Highly-Original Ideas

Cluster x Thirds Interaction on Originality
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Figure 9. Significant cluster by thirds interaction on idea quality.

CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION
Summary
The primary goal of this study was to understand whether the benefits of deep exploration
within a semantic category for idea quality depend on the way in which the semantic
category is explored (Rietzschel, Nijstad & Stroebe, 2007). In particular, this study
attempted to unravel whether it is fluency in general or clustering in particular that
mattered. The pattern of results observed in the current study suggest that fluency is
primarily responsible for this effect, but also that over the course of a brainwriting
session a minimum clustering approach yields a higher proportion of highly-original
ideas and is better suited to sustaining the quality of the ideas generated. While there was
not a significant main effect of clustering on any of the DVs, there was a significant
thirds-by-clustering interaction on both the number of highly-original ideas and the
number of high-quality ideas that participants generated.
There was not a significant main effect of group type, which is not altogether
surprising. While individuals have historically outperformed interacting groups in terms
of global productivity, the findings have been mixed when the dependent variable is idea
quality, often finding the performance of individuals and groups to be similar. What is
somewhat more interesting is that the direction of the effects suggests a cross-over
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interaction between group type and clustering condition, although this interaction was not
significant [see Figure 10]. The pattern indicates that interacting groups performed better
in the minimum clustering condition whereas individuals performed better in the
maximum clustering condition. Interestingly, if this is the case, it suggests possibly that
cognitive stimulation from other group members caused the minimum clustering
paradigm to be beneficial to interacting groups, whereas individuals who did not have the
benefit of cognitive stimulation for some reason found the minimum clustering condition
to be less conducive to generating high-quality ideas. Thus, cognitive stimulation may
have played a role. This suggestion should be interpreted with great caution, however, as
the between group differences for interacting and nominal groups was not significant.

Number of High-Quality Ideas
Generated

Non-Significant Group Type by Clustering Interaction
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Figure 10. Non-significant group type by clustering interaction on the number of goodideas generated.
The absence of a significant main effect of the clustering manipulation is more
surprising and could be due to a variety of causes. At a minimum, it indicates that
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rotating between three semantic categories did not impair the performance of those in the
minimum clustering condition. For the SIAM model, this either means that participants
were able to switch easily between the images being used, or that they were able to work
simultaneously from multiple images. A bolder assertion would be that this lack of a
significant main effect suggests that it is depth of exploration in general and not the
specific way in which a category is explored that matters. The current findings do not
rule out this possibility. However, the significant thirds-by-clustering interaction on
originality and quality suggest a more nuanced explanation.
It is conceivable this pattern of results has to do with the order in which semantic
categories were presented to participants. Semantic Set A was always presented in the
following order: (1) Library, (2) Teaching, and (3) Commuting, Parking, and
Transportation. Semantic Set B was always presented in the following order: (1)
Bookstore, (2) Advising, and (3) Dorms and Housing. Thus, a participant in the
maximum clustering condition will always have generated the first third of their ideas
using either Library or Bookstore, the second third using Teaching or Advising, and the
last third using Commuting, Parking and Transportation or Dorms and Housing –
depending on their semantic set condition. It follows then that if Library and/or
Bookstore were more difficult semantic categories that the performance of those in the
maximum clustering condition during the first third of the brainwriting session would
appear to be inferior not as a result of the clustering manipulation but because of the
difficulty of the semantic subcategory. However, this explanation seems unlikely for two
reasons.
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First, raters rated the originality and feasibility of ideas in relation to others within
the same semantic category. In other words, library-related ideas were always compared
to other library-related ideas (never to teaching-related ideas). The Q-sort allowed the
most feasible and original ideas generated within each semantic category to be identified,
minimizing inherent differences between the semantic categories used. Second, the
absence of significant between-group differences on any of the dependent variables also
suggests that the effects were not related to inherent differences in the semantic
categories used. Thus, the more likely explanation is that there is something about using
minimum or maximum clustering that produces actual differences in the participants’
performance.
Turning now to the significant interaction effects, those in the maximum
clustering condition tended to start out by generating a slightly higher proportion of highquality and highly-original ideas than did those in the minimum clustering condition.
However, by the end of the brainwriting session, the pattern had reversed for both of
those dependent variables. The percentage of high-quality ideas generated by those in the
maximum clustering condition was significantly lower during the last two-thirds of the
brainwriting session compared with the first third, while the percentage of high-quality
ideas generated by those in the minimum clustering condition did not drop, and in fact
increased slightly over the course of the brainwriting session. The percentage of highlyoriginal ideas generated by those in the maximum clustering condition changed very little
over the course of the brainwriting session, whereas the percentage of highly-original
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ideas generated by those in the minimum clustering condition increased significantly
from the first-third to the last two-thirds.
So, there are two significant interaction effects of interest. First, the percentage of
high-quality ideas generated by those in the maximum clustering condition dropped
significantly during the last two-thirds of the idea generation session. Second, the
percentage of highly-original ideas generated by those in the minimum clustering
condition increased significantly during the last two-thirds of the idea generation session.
Next, I will explore the implications and possible causes of these two effects.
The significant decrease in the proportion of high-quality ideas among those in
the maximum clustering condition can be understood from a motivation perspective.
Perhaps participants were demotivated because the task was harder, less stimulating, or
less enjoyable than in the minimum clustering condition. If it were harder, one might
expect to see more cognitive failure in the maximum clustering condition, but that was
not the case. If it were less stimulating or enjoyable, one might expect to see lower selfreported levels of task enjoyment, or higher perceptions of task difficulty, on the postsession questionnaire. Yet none of this was true either. Thus, it seems that, unbeknownst
to the participants, there was a true difference between minimum and maximum
clustering that resulted in a higher proportion of high-quality ideas found among later
ideas generated in the minimum clustering condition. While this rules out a motivational
explanation, it does not speak to the cause of the difference induced by the clustering
manipulation. In an attempt to provide such an explanation, and because high-quality
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ideas were determined based on the feasibility and originality of the ideas, I will now turn
to the second significant interaction, related to originality.
The significant thirds-by-clustering interaction on originality can be taken as
evidence of “cross-pollination” between semantic categories that resulted in more highlyoriginal and, consequently, more high-quality ideas. This has important implications for
the SIAM model. Specifically, the SIAM model theorizes that only one image is worked
from at a time during the idea-generation loop, and that the current image is replaced by a
new one anytime one returns to the image-retrieval loop. However, the significant
increase in the percentage of highly-original ideas generated over the course of the
brainwriting session by those only in the minimum clustering condition suggests that
participants may have been able to use problem-relevant information activated by the first
semantic category when generating the next idea from the second and perhaps third
semantic category. So, perhaps not all of the problem-relevant information activated by
one image is lost when a new image is retrieved.
Taken together, these two explanations provide the following rationale for the two
significant thirds-by-clustering interactions. Participants in the minimum clustering
condition benefitted from “cross-pollination” between problem-relevant knowledge kept
active by rotating between the three semantic subcategories. Thus, they were able to
generate a significantly greater proportion of highly-original ideas during the last twothirds of the idea generation session. Because quality partially depended on originality,
those highly-original ideas that were also highly-feasible were high-quality ideas. This
translated into the second significant interaction effect; the significant difference in the
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proportion of high-quality ideas generated between the clustering conditions during the
last two-thirds of the idea generation session. Essentially, those in the maximum
clustering condition did not benefit from cross-pollination. So, while the feasibility of
their ideas naturally tended to diminished over the course of the session, and because they
did not experience the benefit of cross-pollination on the originality of their ideas, the
ideas that they generated toward the end of the session tended to be low-quality ideas.
On the other hand, those in the minimum clustering condition did benefit from crosspollination between subcategories and were thus able to continue to generate high-quality
ideas toward the end of the session.
The lack of a similar, significant clustering-by-thirds interaction for the
proportion of highly-feasible ideas could have something to do with the fact that this
comparison was made between the first two-thirds and the last third (rather than the first
third and the last two-thirds, as it was for both originality and quality). Perhaps a
sufficient number of highly-feasible ideas existed in the solution space for the
“University Problem” so that a longer brainwriting session would have been required in
order to exhaust the highly-feasible ideas available. A certain degree of variability was
imposed by the Q-sort procedure, in that ideas were rated based on their feasibility in
relation to other ideas generated in this experiment. This allowed raters to make a
distinction between the most and least feasible ideas even if all of them were relatively
feasible. However, it is possible that the actual amount of variance represented in the
feasibility of the ideas generated was not great enough to find meaningful differences on
this dependent variables.
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Practical Implications
The current study may help to inform best practices for the use of brainstorming. For
instance, especially when dealing with interacting idea-generation groups, practitioners
may want to choose carefully a few semantic subcategories that are thought to be
particularly fertile ground for idea-generation. The subcategories should all relate to the
same problem, but be different enough that they will activate somewhat different pieces
of problem-relevant knowledge. These categories could then be presented in a fashion
that promotes rotating through the categories during the idea-generation session. For
example, as was done in this study, index cards or sheets of paper with the semantic
category written at the top could be passed in round-robin fashion such that participants
use the categories in rotating order. Alternatively, this could be achieved chronologically
wherein each semantic category is employed for a period of seconds or minutes before
proceeding to the next semantic subcategory. Eventually, the group would rotate back to
the initial category and the process would repeat. These procedures both effectively
promote a minimum clustering approach to idea generation. The current study also
seems to illustrate the need to allow a brainstorm session to continue long enough to
exhaust the more feasible ideas.
Limitations
The greatest limitation to the current study is the relatively small number of ideas
generated by the brainwriting groups. Quantity was intentionally held constant at
eighteen ideas per participant in order to see the unique effect of clustering on quality
regardless of fluency or global productivity. However, if the marginally significant
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thirds-by-clustering interaction found on the percentage of high-quality and highlyoriginal ideas is a true indicator of how the two clustering paradigms would have
operated over time, then eighteen ideas may have been too few to observe significant
main effects of clustering. Thus, it would be preferable to repeat the current study having
groups generate more ideas per topic or to generate ideas for more than three topics.
The decision to use three semantic subcategories was partially arbitrary, but also
partially based on information we had regarding the “University Problem” used in this
study. While choosing semantic categories for use, we referred to previous research
(Goldenberg, Larson & Wiley, 2013) that had employed this problem. Working from the
ideas generated, those authors identified 22 distinct semantic categories. From that list,
semantic categories for the current study were selected to meet two goals. The first was
to choose topics that were different enough so that ideas generated using one semantic
prime were not likely to be similar to ideas generated using a different semantic prime.
In other words, I wanted to avoid tapping into similar underlying images with different
semantic primes in order to keep the depth obtained in each semantic category roughly
equal. The second goal was to create two comparable sets of semantic categories that
were approximately of equal difficulty. Two sets of three semantic categories each was
selected that best met these goals.
There is a possibility that the Q-sort interfered with the ability to observe effects
in the maximum clustering condition because the third during which an idea was
generated was confounded with the semantic category. The Q-sort ensured that an
approximately equal number of ideas from each semantic category would meet the high-
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originality/high-feasibility cut-off. Thus, for those in the maximum clustering condition,
it made it more likely that an equal number of ideas that they generated during each third
would be rated as highly-original/highly-feasible. This may have caused the performance
of participants in the maximum clustering condition to appear more similar across thirds
than it actually was. Because there was a significant thirds-by-clustering interaction
wherein those in the maximum clustering condition generated a lower percentage of highquality ideas during the last two-thirds compared with the first third of the brainwriting
session, it would appear that this limitation did not completely prohibit the ability to
observe significant differences.
A final limitation of this study, which is common to research on idea generation,
is the subjectivity inherent in conceptualizing and measuring quality as a construct. The
operationalization of quality in this study gave equal weight to the feasibility and
originality of the idea. However, it is possible that in a real world setting, the demands of
the task prescribe greater weight to one construct or the other. It is also possible that
feasibility and originality alone fail to fully reflect what is meant by a high-quality idea.
There may be additional features, such as likelihood that the idea will be well received,
that impact the desirability of a given idea in a real-world environment.
Future Directions
As mentioned above, the current study suggests that working from multiple semantic
categories did not impair, and may have aided, generating highly-original and highquality ideas. While three semantic subcategories were used in the current study, it is
likely that there is a minimum, maximum, and optimal number of images that can be
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simultaneously employ in idea generation. The actual optimal number likely depends on
a variety of features unique to the individual, problem, and situational factors of the idea
generation session. Individual variables likely to play a role include an idea generators’
intellectual ability, motivation, familiarity with problem-relevant information, need for
cognition, need for closure, and executive functioning skills. Important features of the
problem may include the solution space, similarity or differences in the semantic
categories, and goals of the idea-generation task (quantity vs. quality, ingenuity vs.
feasibility, etc.) Finally, situational factors that may be relevant include the type of
brainstorming session (EBS vs. verbal), group type, and group size. Thus, future studies
may aim to address these questions directly. For instance, it may be of value to explore
how the degree to which semantic categories are similar versus different impacts the ease
with which ideas are generated using those categories, as well as the type of ideas that are
generated using them in conjunction. In the current study, the topics represented within a
semantic set were explicitly chosen to be dissimilar to one another with the aim of
avoiding overlap between categories to attempt to keep depth of exploration roughly
equal among them. Hypothetically, two similar or complementary semantic categories
will activate similar or related problem-relevant information (respectively) and may
encourage greater depth of exploration. Conversely, two very dissimilar semantic
categories will likely elicit the use of two different images with two sets of problemrelevant information that overlap to a lesser extent. Having dissimilar problem-relevant
information activated simultaneously may have different benefits such encouraging “out-
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of-the-box” thinking. Indeed, the current study suggests the possibility of crosspollination between semantic subcategories. Further research in this area is encouraged.

APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTER INSTRUCTIONS FOR
RUNNING A DATA COLLECTION SESSION
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Before Session
A. Print list of all expected Participants (Ps).
B. Assemble all materials
a. Sets of notecards prepared for session
i. Labeled with semantic categories
ii. Numbered on left 1-3
iii. Numbered in bottom right-hand corner with member number and
sequence number (e.g. C3 = member C’s 3rd card)
iv. Stacks rubber banded together. Enough for expected Ps plus extra.
b. Pens: blue, black, and red. Be sure to have extras.
c. Rubber bands
d. Session labeling slips
e. Large Zip-lock bags
f. Post-it notes
g. Experimenter (E) instructions
h. List of Ps in order that they appear on Experimetrix
i. Informed consent forms
j. Debriefing letters
k. Participant waiting area sign
l. Late participant sign.
Beginning of Session

A. Arrive 30 minutes prior to session.
a. Hang Participant waiting area sign
b. Arrange chairs/tables in data collection room
c. Organize materials (i.e., notecards, consent forms, etc.)
B. Greet Ps in meeting area
a. Wait 5 minutes past session start time for any late-comers. Then exchange
participant waiting area sign for late participant sign.
b. Verify that al Ps are there for correct experiment
c. Ask all Ps to turn off cell phones and store ALL personal items in bags
C. In data collection room
a. Have Ps place bags against one wall
b. Have Ps check-in with you (this is so that you can be sure to assign credit
to all those who showed up).
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c. Have Ps be seated in order that they appear on Experimetrix.
Instructions

A. Introduction
a. No talking with other Ps during any part of today’s session: “Please, no
talking with any other participants during any part of today’s session.”
b. General description of task: “During today’s session, you will be given a
topic and asked to generate a specific number of ideas or solutions. Ideas
will be written on notecards. After you’ve finished generating ideas, you
will be given a brief post-session questionnaire to complete. Everything
will take less than an hour, and you will be assigned one experiment credit
for your participation. Now that you know more about today’s session,
I’ll pass around informed consent forms. Please feel free to take a
moment to look over those, then sign and date them at the bottom. I’ll be
collecting them momentarily. If you’d like a copy of the informed consent
document to take with you today, please just ask for one on your way out
after the session today.”
c. Informed Consent: E passes out and collects forms.
B. Task
a. Brainwriting Task
i. Brainstorming: “Brainstorming is a technique to help people better
generate ideas or solutions to a problem. There are three guiding
principles to brainstorming that you follow as you complete
today’s task: 1) avoid being critical of any idea, 2) feel free to
combine ideas or build-upon ideas, and 3) wild or unusual ideas
are encouraged.”
ii. Brainwriting: “Brainwriting, which is what you will be doing
today, is a form of brainstorming. The difference is that in
brainstorming, ideas are usually expressed aloud, whereas in
brainwriting, ideas are written down. Today you will be recording
ideas on notecards. The way that today’s session will work is that
just before you begin generating ideas; I will give you the topic.
1. Individual: When I say ‘begin’ you will flip over the top
notecard in front of you and there will be a sub-topic of the
larger topic written at the top of the note card. You’ll think
of an idea related to the sub-topic and write that idea,
legibly, on the notecard. Once you’ve finished writing that
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idea, you’ll flip that card facedown to start a discard pile.
Then you’ll flip over a new notecard. That notecard will
also have a sub-topic written at the top. Read the sub-topic
and generate an idea related to that sub-topic. When
you’ve finished with that idea, flip that card facedown
adding it to your discard pile. Continue doing this until
you’ve used all of the notecards in your pile. Try your best
to generate an idea for each notecard; however, if you find
that you are completely unable to think of another idea, put
an ‘X’ on the card and flip the card over facedown. It is
important that you record an ‘X’ if you are unable to
generate an idea so that the researcher knows that you did
not inadvertently miss that card, but that you were unable
to think of idea for that card. Now let’s look at an example
together.”
2. Interacting: When I say ‘begin’ you will flip over the top
notecard in front of you and there will be a sub-topic of the
larger topic written at the top of the note card. You’ll think
of an idea related to the sub-topic and write that idea,
legibly, on the note card in the space next to the number 1.
Once you’ve finished writing that idea, you’ll pass that
card, facing up, in a clockwise direction to another member
of your group. So, think of the hand on a clock, and the
direction that they move, and take a moment now to figure
out who you will pass that card to. Does anyone have any
questions about which direction to pass their card? The
other members of your group will have also been recording
an idea so the person on your other side will be passing a
card with their idea already written on it to you. When you
receive that card: 1st) read the sub-topic at the top of the
card, 2nd) read the idea that the other person has already
written, and 3rd) think of and add your own idea related to
that sub-topic in the space next to number 2. When you’ve
finished writing that idea, pass that card, now containing
two ideas, facing up, in a clockwise direction to the next
member – the same member you passed to before. The next
card you receive will have two ideas already written on it.
When you receive that card: 1st) read the sub-topic at the
top of the card, 2nd) read the 1st idea written on the card,
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3 ) read the second idea written on the card, and 4 ) think
of and add your own idea related to that sub-topic in the
space next to number 3. That card is now considered full.
Place that card, facing down, in the middle of the group so
start a discard pile. All used cards will be stacked facing
downward in this discard pile. After you’ve discarded the
used card, flip over a new notecard, read the sub-topic at
the top, think of and record a new idea for that notecard.
This will begin the process over again. This process will
continue until all notecards have been used and placed face
down in the middle of the group. Try your best to generate
an idea during each of your turns; however, if you find that
you are completely unable to think of another idea, you
may record an ‘X’ in the spot where you would have
written the idea. It is important that you record an ‘X’ if
you are unable to generate an idea so that the researcher
knows that your turn was not inadvertently missed, but that
you were unable to think of an idea for that turn. Now let’s
look at an example together.”
iii. Examples
1. Topic – “Think of ways to raise money for a local charity.”
2. Sub-topics: “Subtopics for this topic might include ‘sales’
and ‘events’.”
3. Example ideas: “So if your note card was labeled ‘sales’
you might write, ‘have students donate baked goods for a
bake sale’ or ‘have students donate books for a used book
sale.’ If your note card was labeled ‘events’ you might
write, ‘have students organize a 5K’ or ‘have local bands
host a charity concert for the event.’ Notice that each idea
is specific. Don’t just write ‘bake sale,’ be specific about
who is involved and what they are doing – so, ‘have
students [the who] donate baked goods [the what] for a
bake sale [for what purpose].’ Notice that for each idea in
the ‘sales’ subtopic, something is being sold. For each
idea in the ‘events’ subtopic, an event is being hosted
where people will come together but no goods are being
sold. So make sure that your idea is related to the
subtopic, and specific about who and what is involved.
Finally, please make sure to write your ideas as legibly as
rd

th
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possible. Print is preferable, but if your write more legibly
in cursive, you may use cursive. Just make sure your ideas
are readable.”
iv. Any questions about today’s task? [E: Wait a moment to give Ps a
chance to think of questions.] Does everyone understand what
brainwriting is and how to record ideas? [E: Wait again]
b. Post-Session Questionnaire: “After you (your group) are all finished with
all of your notecards, just wait quietly in your seat. Everyone will finish
up around the same time. Once everyone is finished, I will pass out the
post session questionnaires. Please fill out the questionnaire completely
and carefully. When you are finished, wait quietly in your seat. It will
only take everyone a couple of moments to fill out the questionnaire. Once
everyone is finished, I will collect the questionnaires, pass out a debriefing
letter and dismiss you.”
C. Final Items
a. Final Reminders: “Remember, there is no talking during any part of
today’s session. If at any time you have a question or need assistance,
please raise your hand and I will come to you. For instance, if your pen
quits working, or you forget what to do next, do not ask another
participant; just raise your hand quietly.”
b. Topic: “Today’s topic is, ‘Think of ways to improve Loyola University
Chicago’.”
c. Begin: “You may now begin

APPENDIX B
POST-SESSION QUESTIONNAIRE
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Post-Session Questionnaire
Please answer every question. Your answers are important, so please answer carefully
and honestly. Circle only one number for each question.
1. How clear were the instructions given at the beginning of the session?
Not at all clear

0

1

2

3

4

Very clear

2. How well did you feel that you understand what to do?
Not well at all

0

1

2

3

4

Very well

4

Very enthusiastic

3. How enthusiastic was the experimenter?
Not at all enthusiastic 0

1

2

3

4. How important do you feel it was to the experiment that you do your best on this
task?
Not at all important

0

1

2

3

4

Very important

3

4

Very much

5. How much did you enjoy this task?
Not at all

0

1

2

6. How well do you feel that you did on this task?
Not well at all

0

1

2

3

4

7. How difficult was it to keep on generating ideas?

Very well
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Not difficult at all

0

1

2

3

4

Very difficult

8. How often were you unable to generate ideas?
Never

0

1

2

3

4

Very often

9. How often did an idea that you previously generated occur to you again?
Never

0

1

2

3

4

Very often

10. How many additional ideas per category do you think you could have generated?
_______________ (Please write in a number).
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